IP Guidelines for Applied Science with Venture Applications: Disaster Lab

Student Guidelines

Disaster Lab is a project of the Sutardja Center for Entrepreneurship & Technology at the University of California, Berkeley. Disaster Lab innovation projects are completed in an open classroom environment and without substantial use of university facilities. All content, slides, and other media and materials presented by the Disaster Lab are open and can be re-used with attribution. Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

Intellectual Property

Externally Provided Data:
Non-Berkeley organizations may provide data and technology that can be used in Disaster Lab projects. An organization providing data may request that data remains private and confidential. In such cases, students who receive the data are responsible to keep the data private and to not disclose it to others if that data is not publicly available. Students may also elect to sign a simple NDA if it is helpful for the organization to provide the information in a more efficient or more complete manner.

Work Product from Group Projects:
Slides and Media Developed: All slides, media, code, and materials developed by students are open and can be reused with attribution. Attribution 4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

In summary, this license allows other organizations to distribute, remix, tweak, and build upon the students’ work, even commercially, as long as creators for the original content are attributed. This is the most accommodating of licenses offered. This course allows for maximum dissemination and use of the work developed. It is intended to strike the best balance of acknowledging creators’ efforts, and allowing for mentors and companies to reuse and extend the work initiated by students.